Thingamy Q & A
This version - January 23, 2016.
Questions
What “is” Thingamy?
What problem is it addressing?
How is it different?

Answer
Thingamy is the future of work, delivered as a service.
Thingamy is technically speaking a “unique process based ICT platform”. Unique in the
sense that it can model and run any workflow, both predictable and unpredictable.
The ability to run the unpredictable processes is what makes Thingamy different from
any other ICT platform or solution. This is why that is extremely important:
Approximately 63% of the world’s value creation happens in unpredictable processes
(services, government, healthcare) handled by organisational structures and manual
management methods that costs up to 2/3rd of a knowledge worker’s time. This
resource waste is what Thingamy can release for a dramatic increase in productivity.
And, do not think of Thingamy as ICT. Think Google and Facebook - services not ICT.
Thingamy solutions are bespoke work places for the knowledge worker of the future.
Like Facebook, which is a place where you can see what’s happening and organise
your social activities, Thingamy solutions can be a place where you can see what’s
happening, who’s doing what, and where your tasks and projects are - in short, where
your productive life happens.
It allows an organisation to move from the classic and resource-wasting hierarchical
structures of the past to flat, self organised, management-less, cross entities
organisations of the future.
This is done by handling all flows, distributing tasks, tools and information to the right
person at the right time, reporting, communication and all other aspects of running a
business or organisation, all in one place.
Thingamy allows creation of horizontal all-encompassing solutions while all current
enterprise solutions are stand alone, separate and vertical single activity support tools
with little or no flow between the activities and systems.
In extenso, it can cut up to 30% of the payroll (management) while up to triple the core
capacity of any service organisation at the same non-management staffing level.
This no other solution can do.
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